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Dear Joseph 
 

REVIEW OF AGRICULTURAL TRANSPORT LEGISLATION 
 
Introduction 
 
The New Zealand Automobile Association (NZAA) welcomes the opportunity to provide 
comment on the Agricultural Transport Legislation discussion document. 
 
The NZAA is an incorporated society with 1.3 million Members. It represents the interests of 
road users who collectively pay over $2 billion in taxes each year through fuel excise, road user 
charges, registration fees, ACC levies, and GST. The NZAA’s advocacy and policy work mainly 
focuses on protecting the freedom of choice and rights of motorists, keeping the cost of 
motoring fair and reasonable, and enhancing the safety of all road users, which is the focus of 
our comments in this submission. 
 
We commend the MoT for the thorough consultation process undertaken for this review, which 
is a model example for other regulatory reform. The review commenced with no pre-conceived 
ideas as to what the final proposals should be, but rather sought to identify where compliance 
and efficiency bottlenecks existed and where relief could be applied, with full input from all 
affected stakeholders. 
 
Nevertheless, the NZAA, on behalf of most road users other than farm workers and agricultural 
contractors, does not support all of the proposals suggested. In considering the proposals, we 
have applied the ‘Safe System’ filter throughout. We have no doubt that some of the proposals 
will reduce compliance costs for agricultural vehicle operators, and possibly improve economic 
growth and productivity as a result, but this should not be the primary motive for reviewing land 
transport rules and regulations. The focus should be on improving road safety, rather than 
merely ensuring it as the document purports, and few of the proposals explicitly do that.  
 
Indeed, we consider some proposals are at odds with the safe system approach to road safety, 
and even the MoT’s own Safer Journeys strategy. This is contrary to the MoT’s responsibility to 
implement all four pillars of the safe system across transport regulation.  
 
Therefore, our submission has taken a precautionary approach to some of the proposals. 
Unless there is evidence demonstrating that the proposals will increase, let alone maintain, 
safety, and lead to safer drivers in safer vehicles than under the current agricultural transport 
regulations, the NZAA is reluctant to endorse them at the current time.  
 
We detail our responses to the relevant proposals for which we have comment overleaf: 
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7.1 Driver Licensing  
Proposal: increase the speed that Class 1 drivers can operate agricultural vehicles from 30km/h to 
40km/h; create an agricultural endorsement (Class 1A); and recognise overseas tractor licences. 
 
The NZAA does not support the first part of this proposal. We consider any speed restriction for 
Class 1 licence drivers should be related to the speed capability of the vehicle. If an agricultural 
machine is capable of travelling faster than 30km/h on a public road then the driver should have 
the appropriate class licence for that vehicle. As it is, the current 30km/h Class 1 limit is open to 
abuse, but the AA does not want this restriction increased to 40km/h as it will simply lead to 
more large, heavy and difficult-to-manoeuvre vehicles being driven by people who may not 
have adequate skills to drive them on public roads at above crawl speeds. Retaining the 
30km/h limit will also keep the speed boundary consistent with other Class 1 endorsements 
(wheels, tracks, rollers and forklifts) and recognises the varying technical capability of our 
mixed agricultural fleet to travel safely at higher speeds. 
 
For other road users, we consider raising the agricultural speed limit 10km/h is unlikely to 
meaningfully reduce motorists’ risk of crashing into an agricultural machine as 40km/h is still 
too slow for a motorist approaching at 100km/h from a blind corner. Changing speed limits is 
not the solution to reducing speed differentials between cars and agricultural machines, which 
we contend is better addressed by improving the advanced visibility of agricultural machines, 
which we will cover later in our submission (see section 8.4).  
 
But we do consider the lower 30km/h limit may help mitigate incidents involving inexperienced 
agricultural drivers losing control, or simply failing to judge dimensions and tracking, and side-
swiping stationary or moving vehicles, which is a complaint the NZAA receives from motorists 
in relation to agricultural machines. ‘The faster you go, the bigger the mess’, to use a well-
known NZTA advertising phrase, and the slower the speed, the more inexperienced drivers will 
be able to maintain or regain control of an agricultural machine and avoid a collision or bring it 
safely to a stop and minimise damage or injury to other road users. To drive at faster speeds, 
the NZAA believes drivers must demonstrate that they have the training and experience to 
handle a large machine at those speeds, which can only come from completing a Class 2 or 3 
licence. Drivers without those qualifications will only have experience handling these machines 
at slow speeds off-road, so those lower speed limits should apply on-road until they have 
adequate on-road training. 
 
However, the NZAA does support the proposal to develop an agricultural (‘A’) endorsement for 
Class 1 licence holders. This is a step in the right direction, but we would propose it also apply 
to drivers of tractors, who, due to recent Rule amendments the NZAA opposed, can now drive 
a tractor weighing up to 18 tonnes (or 25 tonnes in combination) on a Class 1 licence. In our 
view, any tractor or agricultural machine weighing over 6 tonnes but under 18t (or 25t in 
combination) should require a Class 1A endorsement.  
 
While we support the development of an agricultural endorsement, we do not consider the 
proposed theory test will be adequate. Skills to drive such a large, heavy vehicle must be 
demonstrated by a practical assessment, which could incorporate the practical certification from 
an employer or training provider as suggested in the discussion document provided it meets a 
minimum, national standard. Such courses and assessments could also be provided by 
agricultural machinery distributors as a logical add-on to their usual driver inductions when 
selling new machinery. This should address concerns about reasonable access to courses and 
approved assessors. However, if it is logistically difficult to implement a practical assessment, 
then the NZAA’s view is that no concessions should be offered for Class 1 licence holders 
wanting to drive an agricultural machine weighing over 6 tonnes on a public road, in the 
interests of road safety.  
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At the very least, we propose that anyone permitted to drive an agricultural machine weighing 
over 6 tonnes unrestricted must have held a full Class 1 licence for at least 2 years. 
 
Finally, the NZAA cautiously supports permitting the holder of a UK tractor licence to drive a 
tractor that is currently permitted to be driven on a Class 1 licence in NZ, although this needs to 
be adequately monitored to ensure such drivers without a Class 1 licence or above (or 
International Drivers Permit) do not drive any other type of vehicle on a public road.  
 
7.2 Work Time requirements 
Proposal:  
• Exempt a wider range of drivers of agricultural vehicles from the work time rule by moving to 

a 40km/h threshold for vehicles that can be driven on a Class 1 licence and introducing an 
agricultural endorsement;  

• Simplifying and improving the alternative fatigue management scheme;  
• Amending the Work Time Rule to incorporate the content of the existing Work Time 

Variation for Critical Agricultural Operations to apply to the agriculture sector; 
• Removing the requirement to hold a Transport Service Licence when moving produce from 

where it is harvested to the nearest place of storage. 
 
The NZAA recognises the difficulties the agriculture/horticulture sector experiences in finding 
qualified employees, and workers with Class 2 and above licence holders complying with work 
time requirements. The NZAA’s main concerns about exempting agricultural machinery drivers 
from work time requirements are mitigating the risk of fatigue, and ensuring drivers are 
appropriately trained to handle heavy agricultural machines on public roads.  
 
Therefore, our support is conditional on all drivers of agricultural machines weighing more than 
6 tonnes having a Class 1A endorsement, which includes a fatigue management component, 
and being speed restricted to 30km/h.  
 
As discussed above, the NZAA does not support raising the Class 1 speed threshold for 
agricultural machines to 40km/h. We don’t consider that sufficient evidence has been put forward 
that raising speed limits will not compromise road user safety, and until there is such clear 
evidence the AA does not support raising the current 30km/h limit. A 40km/h limit may lead to 
more heavy, oversize and slow-to-manoeuvre vehicles being driven by inexperienced drivers on 
public roads, and our view remains that the agricultural sector has responsibility to ensure it has 
enough appropriately-trained staff to handle these heavy machines – on-road or off. 
 
The NZAA does support the proposals to simplify the fatigue management scheme and to 
amending the Work Time Rule to incorporate the existing agricultural work time variation. 
 
We do not support removing the requirement to hold a TSL for moving produce to the nearest 
place of storage, regardless how short the journey. In our view, the pendulum has already 
swung too far in favour of agricultural machinery operators by exempting heavy agricultural 
machines from licensing requirements, and this should not be extended further to operators of 
trucks on public roads. This would exempt them from the work time requirements and raise the 
risk of a fatigue-related accident on a public road which is contrary to the safe system 
approach. This would also be open to abuse as to what is the “nearest place of storage”, and 
we don’t consider a sufficient case has been put forward that the compliance rules around 
transporting produce is particularly onerous for the agricultural sector when this task can be 
adequately met by the commercial transport sector at competitive rates. 
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7.3 Vehicle Piloting 
Proposal: no change to Class 1 and Class 2 pilot certification.  
 
While the NZAA supports the proposal under the current review parameters, there is merit in 
aligning the certification requirements for Class 1 and 2 pilots, and consideration should be 
given to reviewing this as part of a future VDAM Rule amendment. 
We also suggest in a future review of the VDAM Rule, some consideration is given to reviewing 
the piloting requirements, including the lighting requirements of pilot vehicles, and whether pilot 
vehicles must also be required at the rear of the over-dimension vehicle (if travelling under 
40km/h during daytime), where the risk of collision is greater. 
 
 
8.2 Pilot Vehicle requirements 
Proposal: exempt vehicles that exceed 3.1 metres width from the pilot vehicle requirement. 
 
The NZAA cautiously agrees that agricultural machines wider than 3.1m could be exempted 
from the pilot vehicle requirements provided they fully fit within the lane (not including 
edgelines), and are well marked with amber beacons front and rear. However we also propose 
that amber beacons, or side outline-markers, be fitted mid-flank, to give motorists better 
guidance to the extremities of the vehicle along its length when passing (especially at night), 
and ditto oncoming traffic when the vehicle is cornering (tracking out of lane).  
 
As discussed in section 8.4 below, the NZAA’s view is that all large agricultural machines 
should be lit permanently (by beacons or LEDs), regardless of width or time of day/night. 
 
8.3 Travel Time restrictions 
Proposal: enable RCA’s to issue permits for vehicles to travel during restricted travel times. 
 
The NZAA supports this proposal provided it is managed properly. In reviewing permit 
applications, RCA’s should be required to consult with road user groups first, including local 
branches of the NZAA, Road Transport Forum and Bus & Coach Association. We also agree 
that, in the interests of consistency, viticulture should be included in the definition of “operation 
or management of a farm” under the VDAM Rule. 
 
8.4 Over-dimension hazard signage 
Proposal: introduce an alternative hazard panel option and develop an advertising strategy to 
improve road user awareness. 
 
The NZAA supports proposals to revise hazard signage requirements and to raise road user 
awareness. However, we think improved lighting (day and night), such as flashing LED lights or 
beacons front, rear and side, would in some situations be more effective than a static 
fluorescent sign. To that end, the NZAA proposes that all agricultural machines and trailers, 
regardless of dimensions, adopt mandatory flashing daytime warning lights or beacons to 
increase their visibility at all times. At the very least, LEDs or beacons should be mandatory on 
all agricultural machines and trailers used at night. Where possible, these lights should be 
affixed to the far extremities of vehicles, and if bodywork does not extend that far, operators 
should be encouraged to mount optional lightweight panels, beams or mudflaps on which 
portable LEDs can be attached (or on the hazard panels of over-dimensional vehicles), which 
can be swapped between vehicles for use on the road. 
 
If all agricultural machines have to comply with the same lighting requirements, there is less 
risk of unqualified drivers, who have not received full training in the operating requirements for 
heavier vehicles, not complying with the present differing and confusing lighting and signage 
requirements according to vehicle type and dimensions. 
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In our view, agricultural vehicle visibility is the key safety issue that has been indentified from 
crash statistics in this review (page 14 of the discussion document) and therefore demands a 
greater response in any changes to agricultural transport legislation. It need not impose higher 
compliance costs on the sector, but could indeed reduce confusion around what rules apply 
when and on what vehicle, while improving safety. 
 
8.5 Front over-dimension thresholds  
Proposal: amend the VDAM Rule to provide for agricultural vehicles to exceed 3 metres, up to 
4m.  
 
The NZAA recognises that if the majority of tractors in NZ cannot meet this threshold, then it 
needs to be reviewed. We recommend that beacons, or flashing LEDs, be fitted to the front of 
these vehicles as a minimum requirement. 
 
8.6 Requirement to remove forks/bucket  
Proposal: amend the VDAM Rule to clarify that operators are not required to remove forks or 
other equipment fitted to the front arms of agricultural vehicles. 
 
In the interests of safety to other road users, the NZAA believes forks or buckets should be 
removed, and this should be a mandatory requirement at night. However if this is impractical 
during the day then as a minimum, LED lights or reflectors should be fitted to the edges of the 
protruding equipment. 
 
 
10.1 Registration 
Proposal: require agricultural vehicles to be registered (no change). 
 
The NZAA supports this proposal for the reasons outlined in the discussion document. 
 
10.2 Slow moving vehicle hazard identification 
Proposal: mandate fitting of an amber beacon and encourage the display of the slow moving 
vehicle triangle on the front and rear. 
 
The NZAA fully supports this proposal, including the optional use of LED beacons as the 
document suggests, although we consider the use of flashing amber LED lights other than 
revolving beacons could be permitted as an alternative provided they meet the Lighting Rule 
requirements (these may be easier to affix to vehicle extremities than beacons). We agree that 
beacons/LEDs should be fitted to towed vehicles, and suggest LEDs should also be fitted mid-
flank. 
 
10.3 Speed threshold  
Proposal: replace the current 3-tier system with a two tier system based on a 40 km/h 
demarcation. 
 
The NZAA agrees it would be less confusing and easier to comply with a simpler 2-tier system, 
however in line with our previous comments, we propose that the demarcation (for Class 1A 
drivers) be 30km/h, not 40km/h. At speeds above 30km/h, the driver must have the appropriate 
Class 2 or 3 licence, and the vehicle a WoF (as per section 10.5 below) and be licensed. 
 
10.4 Agricultural vehicle licensing 
Proposal: Split Class EX and G based on operating speed threshold of 40km/h. This would 
permit all agricultural vehicles operated up to 40km/h on the road to be registered under licence 
Class EX and require all agricultural vehicles operated above 40km/h on the road to be 
licensed Class G. 
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In line with our earlier comments, the NZAA proposes that any speed demarcation remain at 
30km/h. However, for the purposes of agricultural vehicle licensing, this should be according to 
the vehicle’s speed capability and not the nominated on-road speed restriction of the operator 
or driver. If the vehicle is capable of travelling above 30km/h, then it should be licensed as 
Class G. The NZAA supports all agricultural vehicles limited to a maximum 30km/h being 
licensed as Class EX. 
 
We see little merit in requiring Class EX vehicles to display a speed restriction sign (40km/h as 
proposed). In our view, enforcement of the speed (and inspection) conditions should be 
facilitated by the use of police Automatic Number Plate Recognition, or sighting the licence 
label as appropriate. 
 
10.5 Agricultural vehicle inspection regime 
Proposal: no periodic inspection for agricultural vehicles that only travel up to 40km/h, a revised 
and simplified annual WoF for agricultural vehicles operating above 40km/h and an expanded 
mobile service network to enable WoF inspections to be carried out on-farm. 
 
The NZAA supports these proposals, on the proviso that the speed threshold be reduced to 
30km/h as outlined earlier (i.e. status quo for the WoF exemption). We agree that the present 
CoF requirements for agricultural vehicles travelling above 50km/h could be reduced to a 
simpler annual WoF, which would apply to all agricultural vehicles travelling above 30km/h. 
 
10.6 Agricultural trailers and towed implements 
Proposal: Exempt agricultural trailers and towed implements that operate up to 40km/h from 
inspection, registration and licensing. 
 
As per our comments in 10.5 above, we cautiously support this proposal, for non-goods 
agricultural trailers and towed implements, provided the speed threshold is reduced to 30km/h. 
This would be consistent with manufacturer’s speed ratings that are under 40km/h; any 
agricultural trailer or towed implement travelling above 30km/h must be required to have a WoF 
and license. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Mike Noon 
General Manager Motoring Affairs   
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